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B.Tech. (Textile) (2011 Onwards)     (Sem.–5) 
PROPERTIES OF FIBRES  

Subject Code : BTTE-501 
M.Code : 71622 

Time : 3 Hrs.                                                                      Max. Marks : 60 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES : 
 1. SECTION-A is COMPULSORY consisting of TEN questions carrying TWO marks 

each. 
 2. SECTION-B contains FIVE questions carrying FIVE marks each and students 

have to attempt ANY FOUR questions. 
 3. SECTION-C contains THREE questions carrying TEN marks each and students 

have to attempt ANY TWO questions. 
     

SECTION-A 

 1.  Answer in brief : 

  a) Though wool has high moisture regain but still it exhibit static charge, justify. 

  b) What are the significances of fibre length measurement and how is it measured? 

  c) Why different fibres have different moisture regain values? 

  d) What are CRE and CRT type of tensile tests? Name an equipment each working on 
 CRE and CRT principle. 

  e) How amorphous orientation can be estimated? 

  f) Discuss the factors influencing the moisture retention property of a textile substrate. 

  g) What information we can have from the X-ray diffraction pattern of a fibre? 

  h) Why properties of fibre under dynamic mechanical loading are measured? 

  i) What is the significance of electrical properties of fibre? 

  j) How yield point can be identified from the stress-strain curve? 
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SECTION-B 

2. How moisture regain can be measured using hot air oven and what are the possible source 
of error in the measurement? 

3. Describe with a neat sketch the Maxwell Model. 

4. What structural parameters of a fibre determine its physical and chemical properties? 
Illustrate with example. 

5. Why heat-setting of some textile materials are necessary? Discuss the fundamental 
principle of heat setting. 

6. Discuss the factors influencing the tensile test results. 

 

SECTION-C 

7. What is the importance of frictional property of textile material? What are static and 
dynamic friction and how they can be measured? How the static and dynamic friction 
values influence the behavior of textiles during use? 

8. What parameters are used to assess the thermal properties of fibre? Describe with a neat 
sketch a technique of estimating Tg and Tm values of fibre. 

9. Discuss Creep and stress-relaxation of fibre. How can we generate a master creep curve for 
fibre?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE : Disclosure of Identity by writing Mobile No. or Making of passing request on any 
page of Answer Sheet will lead to UMC against the Student. 
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